The construction of large-scale wind farms results in a dramatic increase of wind turbine (WT) faults. The failure mode is also becoming increasingly complex. This study proposes a new model for early warning and diagnosis of WT faults to solve the problem of Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems, given that the traditional threshold method cannot provide timely warning. First, the characteristic quantity of fault early warning and diagnosis analyzed by clustering analysis can obtain in advance abnormal data in the normal threshold range by considering the effects of wind speed. Based on domain knowledge, Adaptive Neuro-fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) is then modified to establish the fault early warning and diagnosis model. This approach improves the accuracy of the model under the condition of absent and sparse training data. Case analysis shows that the effect of the early warning and diagnosis model in this study is better than that of the traditional threshold method.
Introduction
The generation of energy by using wind power has been applied widely in recent years because of its non-polluting and renewable nature. Most wind power plants are sparsely distributed in grasslands, deserts (e.g., Gobi desert), coastal seas, and other harsh natural environments. Given this condition, wind turbine (WT) failure occurs frequently and imposes high maintenance costs. Improving the reliability of WT operations and reducing the cost of wind power has attracted research attention [1] [2] [3] [4] . The failure of most of the equipment in WTs is a gradual process. This finding means that the fault of WTs is usually experienced from its occurrence to the development, from mild to severe. The running data of some status parameters, which indicate that faults will range from normal to fault state, can possibly detect these abnormal characteristics in potential faults or during the early fault detection period. Thus, the reliability of WTs has been modified by preventing the occurrence or development of faults.
At present, the diagnosis and early warning of WT faults has attracted considerable attention among researchers. SJ Watson analyzed output power by wavelet analysis and discovered fault monitoring [5] . Lu B analyzed the influence of pitch system stability when it is affected by air load in actual operations and further reduced the fan load to reduce the corresponding downtime of
Step 4 According to the principle of minimum Euclidean distance, each observation point is classified into the corresponding clustering object.
Step 5 Calculating the average value of each clustering object, and the average value is taken as the new clustering center.
Step 6 Repeating Step 3, Step 4 and Step 5 until two consecutive E values change is no more than 10%, or the number of iterations reaches 100 times.
where E represents square sum of the Euclidean distance, x i represents the data object of cluster C i , and c i is the center of cluster C i . When the WT fails, each fault will result in different state parameters that depart from the normal data bandwidth in different degrees. On the other hand, the cluster of the fault parameters will be evidently separated when analyzing the state parameters of the fault by k-means clustering; the clustering center will also be significantly different [13] . The analysis of WT fault characteristic parameters based on cluster analysis is shown in Figure 1 .
In Figure 1 , two different parameters make up a parameter pair and act as the horizontal and vertical coordinates of the 2D clustering graph. The cluster placement of each kind of fault data is generally different from that of the normal data. The key to using these two parameters as the representative of the characteristic parameter pair can be described as follows: the clustering of 
Modified ANFIS of the WT Fault Early Warning Model
ANFIS is an effective method for constructing the complex nonlinear relationship between input and output. ANFIS is more accurate and efficient than other methods as it integrates the advantages of neural networks and fuzzy systems. However, the accuracy and effectiveness of the ANFIS algorithm will be substantially reduced when training data are sparse. This study combines favorable rules into the ANFIS training program according to domain knowledge and proposes a fuzzy Takagi-Sugeno-Kang (TSK) model based on rule center [14] [15] [16] [17] .
Domain Knowledge Rules
The favorable rule for fault diagnosis of WTs indicates that the rule and running state of the wind unit are mismatched at the maximum degree. This finding means that fault can be easily detected. By taking the fault detection of the power curve of WTs as an example, three membership-grade functions, namely, "low", "medium", and "high", are used to express the state parameters of output power and wind speed. Thus, the rule 3 × 3 = 9 can be obtained, as shown in Figure 2 . In Figure 2 , two different parameters comprise a parameter pair and act as the horizontal and vertical coordinates of the 2D clustering graph. The cluster placement of each kind of fault data is generally different from that of the normal data. The key to using these two parameters as the representative of the characteristic parameter pair can be described as follows: the clustering of fault data and that of normal data are clearly separated, and the clustering center evidently deviates. Otherwise, it cannot be used as the characteristic parameter of this type of fault. 
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Modified ANFIS Model

Principle Analysis
A typical ANFIS model is composed of five layers, and the fourth layer is the defuzzification layer; thus, each of the rules will obtain a clear output in this layer [18] [19] [20] . All nodes in this layer are adaptive, and its output is the product of the normalized emission intensity and the first-order polynomial function:
In Formula (2), w i is the outputs of the third layer of the ANFIS structure, {p i , q i , r i } are the posterior parameter set. The Taylor series is expanded in Formula (2) as:
where n represents the dimension of the input, f i (c i ) is the basic function value of the ith rule center, and d f i /dx i n is the function gradient of the ith rule center. c i = [c i 1 , ..., c i n ] represents the rule center, which has the same dimension with the input. Thus, the first-order model of ANFIS can be expressed as:
In this formula, f i (c i ) can be obtained through zero-order ANFIS model. Domain knowledge is merged into the model in the form of Gauss basis function, as follows:
where j ∈ J, r ∈ R, and J ∈ R form part of Set J, which is the favorable rule of Set R. B and F are two different data sets,
are the centers of rth and jth rules presents in sets B and F respectively. The Gauss basis function is used to simulate the domain knowledge. When several favorable rules exist, the output of the model in the rth rule can be expressed as the weighted geometric mean of the independent Gauss function:
where m r 0 is the parameter produced by the rth rule of the zero-order ANFIS model. γ j r represents the weight of the degree between the rth rule centers and jth favorable rule centers. 
Model Verification
The traditional ANFIS model and the modified ANFIS model are used to identify the fault of the output power curves (input 1 is the wind speed, input 2 is the output power, output = 1 represents fault, and output = 0 represents the normal state). A total of 1000 normal data and 50 abnormal data are used for training the two models. Each input contains three membership-grade functions, the maximum step size is 150. The minimum error is approximately 0.01. The results are shown in Figure 3 . Figure 3b , the results of the modified ANFIS model is consistent with Figure 2 in the rule 7 region even in the absence of training data in the corresponding rule 7. The results show that the modified ANFIS algorithm performs well when the input data is noisy or when the input data is sparse.
Comprehensive Early Warning Model and Its Effect Analysis
Comprehensive Early Warning Model
The running state of a WT is significantly influenced by wind speed. Thus, the time series of wind speed is selected as the operating condition and reference sequence. This study takes generator bearing temperature a, generator winding temperature u1, generator cooling air temperature, gearbox oil temperature, and rotor speed as state parameters of WTs [21] [22] [23] . The time series of these parameters act as a comparative sequence. Given that these parameters are not consistently affected by wind speed, this study uses grey correlation algorithm to calculate the correlation degree between the parameters and wind speed. The higher the degree of correlation, the more consistent the influence of wind speed is, which indicates the increasingly evident influence of wind speed. Moreover, the change trend with wind speed will be separated from the original consistency when fault occurs [24] [25] [26] . Notably, the corresponding fault data evidently deviate from the normal data in the 2D clustering graph. The warning effect will then improve. The comprehensive early warning model can be expressed as:
where OUTPUT is the warning output value of the comprehensive early warning model, and i output is the warning output value for each characteristic quantity warning sub model. Symbol i indicates the set of early warning sub models, which is higher than the warning threshold in the early warning output value figure. The "5" indicates the number of features to test, which are: generator bearing temperature a, generator winding temperature u1, generator cooling air temperature, gearbox oil temperature, and rotor speed, respectively. Figure 3a shows that the performance of the traditional ANFIS model is different from Figure 2 in the rule 7 region because of the lack of data in the corresponding rule 7. This result is inconsistent with actual detection. However, the modified ANFIS model obtained good results because it incorporated the domain knowledge into the training model. As shown in Figure 3b , the results of the modified ANFIS model is consistent with Figure 2 in the rule 7 region even in the absence of training data in the corresponding rule 7. The results show that the modified ANFIS algorithm performs well when the input data is noisy or when the input data is sparse.
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where OUTPUT is the warning output value of the comprehensive early warning model, and output i is the warning output value for each characteristic quantity warning sub model. Symbol i indicates Energies 2017, 10, 898 6 of 15 the set of early warning sub models, which is higher than the warning threshold in the early warning output value figure. The "5" indicates the number of features to test, which are: generator bearing temperature a, generator winding temperature u1, generator cooling air temperature, gearbox oil temperature, and rotor speed, respectively.
False Warning Analysis
Although the modified ANFIS early warning model can identify the fault and normal states to a certain extent, the value of the warning threshold will affect the accuracy of early warning to some degree. The output value will also fluctuate when parameters change, similar to the wind speed in Figure 3 , which will cause a false alarm. As shown in Figure 4 , after the early warning output value exceeded the threshold for a certain period, it returns to the normal range at t1 and maintains the normal state along the dotted line in Figure 4 , which shows the false alarm. In addition, the warning value returned to the normal range after it exceeded the warning threshold for a period at t1 in Figure 4 . However, the warning value exceeded the warning threshold again at t2 and kept running over the warning threshold, which means that the alarm is normal.
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Window length is a period selected on the time axis with the warning time as the center, with Window Lengths 1, 2, and 3, as shown in Figure 4 .
Detection threshold represents data that are constantly lower than the warning threshold, as shown in Figure 4 .
Early warning effective value can be interpreted as follows.
Assuming that the number of points in window length is M, which has exceeded the warning threshold, the total number of points in window length is N, then the m/N is called the early warning effective value.
As shown in Figure 4 , the effective value of the alarm m/N is calculated with Window Lengths 1, 2, and 3. Different window lengths then lead to different calculated effective values of the alarm. For example, window lengths 1 and 2 are too short to be fully considered as the warning values after the warning time, window length 3 is taken as the warning value after warning time for consideration, and the warning value returns to the normal range after t1. Thus, m and m/N are lower. The analysis shows that the window length significantly influences the effectiveness of the alarm.
A warning effective value m/N substantially less than 60% indicates a false alarm. This situation occurs only when the warning values return to normal after the warning time, which shows that the pseudo fault has been ruled out, and the fan is in normal operation. Therefore, a false alarm occurs when m/N is considerably less than 60%.
This study set a detection threshold to fully consider the change of the early warning value before the early warning time. The situation can be fully taken into account if any point fluctuates in the "detection threshold" and "warning threshold", or if any point gradually changes from "detection threshold" to "warning threshold" in the early warning time as the detection threshold is lower than the warning threshold. To reduce the probability of a false alarm, this study introduces the concepts of "window length", "detection threshold", "early warning effective value", and "early warning possible value". The definitions are as follows.
A warning effective value m/N substantially less than 60% indicates a false alarm. This situation occurs only when the warning values return to normal after the warning time, which shows that the pseudo fault has been ruled out, and the fan is in normal operation. Therefore, a false alarm occurs when m/N is considerably less than 60%. This study set a detection threshold to fully consider the change of the early warning value before the early warning time. The situation can be fully taken into account if any point fluctuates in the "detection threshold" and "warning threshold", or if any point gradually changes from "detection threshold" to "warning threshold" in the early warning time as the detection threshold is lower than the warning threshold.
This study suggests that the number of points greater than the detection threshold before the time of half the warning window length is m1. Thus, the expression of m1/(N/2) is considered a possible value of warning. The bigger the possible warning value is, the greater the possibility that the alarm is normal. However, the value may also be 0 when the warning value exceeds the warning threshold mutation. Thus, the value can be used as an auxiliary criterion of alarm probability.
Selection of False Alarm Parameter
This study sets the best early warning threshold, window length, and validity of early warning based on the data analysis of the confusion matrix [27] . The confusion matrix analysis presents the actual maintenance information and early warning information obtained by the early warning system, as defined in Table 1 . In Table 1 , True Positive (TP) is defined as the correct prediction of the actual maintenance events with maintenance, False Positive (FP) is the wrong prediction of the actual maintenance events with no maintenance, False Negative (FN) represents the wrong prediction of the actual maintenance events with maintenance, and True Negative (TN) is defined as the correct prediction of the actual maintenance events with no maintenance.
Further data analysis is shown as follows according to the above definition.
Accuracy (ACC) is the proportion of correctly predicted events in the total forecast events. It is one of the key factors to determine whether a program is effective or not.
Error Rate (ER) is the proportion of events mistakenly predicted in the total forecast events. ER is usually expressed as ER = 1 − ACC.
Recall (RC) is the correct proportion of forecasts with actual repair. The greater the amount of this representation is, the better the effect is, because the failure to be found can lead to a catastrophic failure.
Precision (P) is the proportion of actual maintenance in the case of predictive maintenance. A high value is preferred because it can avoid the additional costs caused by virtual maintenance. Therefore, the TP, FN, FP, and TN can be determined along with the actual maintenance information and early warning information of the wind field. According to Formulas (9)-(12), the value table of ACC, ER, RC, and P can be obtained in different early warning thresholds, window lengths, and effective values of early warning. Therefore, the optimal warning threshold, optimal window length, and optimal effective warning value can be selected according to the table. Substitute the selected parameters into the early warning model to obtain the alarm moment under the best alarm threshold.
Case Analysis
Emergency shutdown is taken as an example, which occurred in a wind field in North China in 16 March 2015 at 9:31. The alarm bell rang at 9:31 with "error generator fan pump heater protection" warning. To prevent this accident, the fault diagnosis model is established to verify the validity of the diagnostic effect based on cluster analysis theory and the modified ANFIS [28] .
For the two types of malfunctions involved, K-means clustering analysis is adopted to establish the 2D clustering analysis of the relationship between the five characteristic quantities and wind speed. Then, on the basis of the clustering analysis, the improved ANFIS algorithm is employed to establish the malfunction warning sub-model. The two methods shall verify each other; clustering analysis acts as an effective way to screen malfunction characteristic quantity and as the prerequisite for the entire research. Next, the five warning sub-models are used to establish the comprehensive warning model, and the false alarms of the model are further explored on the basis of the Confusion matrix. Finally, the output value of the warning is derived for this case of malfunction.
Analysis of Fault Feature Parameters
To avoid the clustering error caused by the cluster number k, the SCADA data of all units in a wind farm in North China from January 2014 to July 2015 were analyzed. Along with maintenance records, two types of the most frequent failure modes were selected, namely, Fault I called "generator low temperature operation fault" and Fault II called "generator shaft temperature overheat fault". To ensure that the number of data objects in the two clusters is nearly the same and to avoid errors due to the serious asymmetry of data objects to further generate clustering effect deviation, the numbers of Faults I and II are 272 and 327 groups, respectively. Cluster analysis was performed with the example of "'speed vs. generator bearing temperature a", and normal data were introduced into the generated cluster analysis chart. The results are shown in Figure 5 .
As shown in Figure 6 , k-mean clustering algorithm divides the two kinds of data objects into two clusters, and the two clusters are completely separated, as shown in Figure 6 , with "red *'"and "blue O". The data objects in the two clusters are closely linked. That is, the clustering results can meet the requirements of high diversity in the cluster and high similarity among clusters. The results show that the k-mean clustering analysis method has a good clustering effect on the fault set. Figure 6 shows that the normal data are separated from the fault data, and the clustering placements of the two kinds of faults deviate from the bandwidth of the normal data placement. Therefore, WT has Fault I when the data fall in the region of "red *" and has Fault II when the data fall in the region of "blue O". The state parameters of the "speed vs. generator bearing temperature a" can be used as a characteristic parameter pair for the fault classification and early warning.
The other four characteristic quantities are obtained in the same way, as shown in Figure 7 . In Figure 7 , the normal data have few clustering fault map fusions. For example, the fault data of Fault II fall in the bandwidth of the normal data in Figure 7a . However, the fault data of Fault I can be clearly identified. Therefore, the characteristic quantity enhances the identification of Fault I. Similarly, the characteristic quantity in Figure 7b enhances the identification of Fault II. The data of two kinds of faults exhibit evident separation with the above method in Figures 5 and 6 . At least one kind of fault data is far from the placement bandwidth of normal data. Thus, all characteristic quantities can be used to classify the corresponding faults.
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Warning Sub-Model
An early warning sub-model for WTs is established based on the modified ANFIS model. The warning sub-model of the five characteristic parameter pairs is shown, as follows:
where I i,1 and I i,2 are the inputs of the five parameters, and O i is the corresponding output. The values of O i are 0, 1, and 2, because only two kinds of faults exist. These faults represent the normal state, Fault I, and Fault II, respectively. Taking the characteristic parameter pair of "wind speed vs. generator bearing temperature a as an example (input 1 is the wind speed, and input 2 is the generator bearing temperature a) and setting the training step as 2000 and the minimum error as 0.01, then the early warning sub-model is obtained, as shown in Figure 8 .
In Figure 8 , the output value of Fault I is mainly 1, Fault II is mainly 2, and the normal case is mainly 0. Therefore, the state of the WT can be divided into normal state, Fault I, and Fault II through the threshold setting. That is, the model can realize the function of fault early warning and diagnosis. The other four early warning sub-models are obtained in the same way, as shown in Figure 9 .
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Comprehensive Analysis of the Early Warning Result
There were 40 groups of failure data and 40 groups of normal data selected from Fault I. These data were integrated into the actual maintenance and early warning information. The table of ACC, ER, RC, and P in different early warning thresholds, window lengths, and warning RMSs are then obtained, as shown in Table 2 . As shown in Table 2 , ACC achieves a maximum of 97.5%, which ensures the highest warning accuracy when the warning threshold value is 0.6, the window length is 40 min, and the early warning valid value is 25%. Although the RC value is only 95%, it is enough to ensure that all of the faults are found as much as possible and to avoid potentially catastrophic failure. P achieves a maximum of 100%. Thus, the extra cost of virtual maintenance can be completely avoided. Therefore, the warning threshold value of 0.6 is the optimal setting. In the same way, the warning threshold value of 1.5, the window length of 40 min. Warning valid value greater than 25% is the best setting for Fault II.
The operation data of WT from 19:31 of 15 March 2015 to 9:31 of 16 March 2015 are imported into the comprehensive warning model in sequence. The warning threshold is set as follows: if the output value is less than 0.6, it is considered normal; if the output value is greater than 0.6 but less than 1.5, it belongs to Fault I; if the output value is greater than 1.5, it belongs to Fault II. Finally, the comprehensive chart under the optimal threshold is shown in Figure 10 . As shown in Table 2 , ACC achieves a maximum of 97.5%, which ensures the highest warning accuracy when the warning threshold value is 0.6, the window length is 40 min, and the early warning valid value is 25%. Although the RC value is only 95%, it is enough to ensure that all of the faults are found as much as possible and to avoid potentially catastrophic failure. P achieves a maximum of 100%. Thus, the extra cost of virtual maintenance can be completely avoided. Therefore, the warning threshold value of 0.6 is the optimal setting. In the same way, the warning threshold value of 1.5, the window length of 40 min. Warning valid value greater than 25% is the best setting for Fault II.
The operation data of WT from 19:31 of 15 March 2015 to 9:31 of 16 March 2015 are imported into the comprehensive warning model in sequence. The warning threshold is set as follows: if the output value is less than 0.6, it is considered normal; if the output value is greater than 0.6 but less than 1.5, it belongs to Fault I; if the output value is greater than 1.5, it belongs to Fault II. Finally, the comprehensive chart under the optimal threshold is shown in Figure 10 . Fluctuations then ranged from 0.6 to 1. In other words, this fault is Fault I, which is called "generator low temperature operation fault". The early warning threshold value reached 0.6 for the first time at 1:52 on 16 March 2015 and the window length was 40 min. The number of the points where the value is more than the warning threshold is 20 (M = 20) during the window length, and the total number of points of N is 40. Therefore, the early warning valid value is 50% > 25%, which is an effective early warning. Thus, the real warning time can be calculated as (warning time + window length)/2, that is, 2:12 on 16 March 2015. This time is 7 h and 19 min earlier than the threshold warning time of the SCADA system on 9:31 on 16 March 015. The effect is superior to that of the traditional threshold method.
Conclusions
This study presented a new model of WT fault early warning and diagnosis based on the data mining analysis of SCADA data in a wind power plant. The main conclusions are as follows.
(1) The fault parameter pair of a WT was analyzed by k-means cluster analysis. Furthermore, the abnormal data in the normal threshold range can be found in advance. Figure 10 shows that the warning output value exceeded 0.6 at 2:12 on 16 March 2015. Fluctuations then ranged from 0.6 to 1. In other words, this fault is Fault I, which is called "generator low temperature operation fault". The early warning threshold value reached 0.6 for the first time at 1:52 on 16 March 2015 and the window length was 40 min. The number of the points where the value is more than the warning threshold is 20 (M = 20) during the window length, and the total number of points of N is 40. Therefore, the early warning valid value is 50% > 25%, which is an effective early warning. Thus, the real warning time can be calculated as (warning time + window length)/2, that is, 2:12 on 16 March 2015. This time is 7 h and 19 min earlier than the threshold warning time of the SCADA system on 9:31 on 16 March 015. The effect is superior to that of the traditional threshold method.
(1) The fault parameter pair of a WT was analyzed by k-means cluster analysis. Furthermore, the abnormal data in the normal threshold range can be found in advance. (2) An early warning and diagnosis model was established based on the fault characteristics.
The accuracy of the model in the absence of training data, sparse conditions were enhanced by improving the ANFIS algorithm with domain knowledge. (3) The concepts of "window length", "detection threshold", "effective value of early warning", and "possible value of early warning" were presented in this study to determine at the false alarm of early warning model. These concepts comply with actual failure data and maintenance data of wind farms. (4) In the example, the actual fault was recognized within 7 h and 19 min ahead of the threshold warning time of the SCADA system with this model. The function of fault diagnosis and early warning was achieved, and the effect was better than that of the traditional threshold method.
